THE BEST PARTIES IN 5 MAJOR CITIES TO CELEBRATE NEW YEAR’S EVE


“What are you doing for New Year’s?” The question we hate to get asked and don’t really care to ask, but do so anyways. It’s a subconscious December question—just like “What’s your New Year’s resolution” is to January. We could answer with something impressive like “take up Mandarin” or “run an Ironman,” or we could all take my stance and choose something incredibly realistic like “eat more mussels” (2017 was a successful year for me).

The same goes for New Year’s—one could hash out a play-by-play of their night’s events, ending with an after-party at a trendy TriBeca loft, or set expectations low and plan to remain warm and in good company.

Whether you’re pragmatic or looking to do something incredibly exciting (and maybe even a tad boujee), this New Year’s, Coveteur brings you the ultimate city party guide so you finally have an answer to the unavoidable December question. From Toronto to L.A., here’s what’s on our New Year’s agenda.
Faena is like that one best friend who is notoriously good at throwing parties (like even their Disney-themed party in preschool was a little more lit than everyone else's). This New Year's Eve, the incredibly suave hotel (which looks like a Wes Anderson film set) is hosting a Spanish-inspired celebration. The night will begin with bespoke cocktails and live music, followed by a pop-flamenco performance, and the real party starts when the clock strikes 12:01 AM.